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SEASON'S RESULTS 
Include all games played from start of season. Include only games against four-year, degree-granting institutions. 
Games against alumni, service. AAU and semi-pro teams or junior colleges are not reportable. 
Please mark home games with an (H). Also indicate tournament games with an asterisk ("). 
Indicate overtime games with OT, 2-0T, etc. 
OPPONENT WN PP. OPPONENT OWN OPP. OPPONENT o~lN o68· 
1. Western Baptist (H) 68 53 1~acific University (OTi 87 80 25. Pacific Univ. 
0 0 
2 .. S. Calif. College (H) 58 53 14fuitman (H) 50 58 26. 
3. W.Ore. State (H) 63 61 15:Jhit\v-orth (H) 59 53 27. 
4. Seattle University 71 76 1€Linf ield 57 64 28. 
5. Western Baptist 71 80 rf-Jillame tte 73 66 29. 
6. St. Martins'~ 79 88 1S:\Ihi tworth 71' 60 30. 
7. Humboldt State* 79 70 1!f.Jhitman 70 65 31. 
8. Concordia Univ. 73 41 2~acific University (H) 53 62 32. 
9. t-J.Ore. State 62 80 2~ewis & Clark (H) 79 59 33. 
10. Concordia Univ. (H) 71 39 2~acific Lutheran (H) 74 64 34. 
11. Lewis & Clark 64 I 51 2flillamette (H) 62 71 35. 
12. Pacific Lutheran 54 59 2~infield (H) 75 44 36. 
INDIVIDUAL ONE-GAME HIGH MARKS FOR THIS SEASON 
MOST POINTS: BY Liz Stephens vs Willamette Univ. , DATE 1/27/96 , PTS.~ FG ~ FT _4_ 
MOST F.G.: BY Liz Ste.Qhens vs Willamette Univ. , DATEl/27 /96 ,FG 11 ATT 21 
MOST FT: BYNancy_ Rissmillei.\JS Pacific Univ. DATEl/16/96 ,FT 13 ATT 18 
MOST REBOS.: BY Nancy Rissmillervs Pacific Univ. , DATE 2/6/96 , NO. 18 
MOST ASSISTS: BY Ton~a Miller vs Western B~Qtist , DATE 12/5/96_, NO. 7 
NAIA Basketball Notes & Quotes 
(Use the space below to indicate any interesting notes. player or coaches' quotes. milestone victories. school or NAIA records established. 
or other items of newsworthy value that might by appropriate for inclusion in the weekly NAJA Basketball Notes & Quotes release.) 
~-
t~~G/C (? lcK 
(NAME OF PERSON SUBMITIING REPORT) (S8 OOL) (TELEPHONE. INCLUDE AREA CODE) 
~ASKETBALL 
NATIONAL ASSO~NfERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
6120 South Yale, Suite 1450 
OFFICIAL CUMULATIVE BASKETBALL STATISTICS REPORT 
School __ Ge_o_r...!,g,!_e_F_o_x_C_o_l_l_e~g'-e _______________________ won _1_5 __ Lost __ 10_ 
City and State --=N.:..oe::.:.w~b'""e'-"'r'-(;;g~,---"'0-=r..::::e.ag""o_,._,n'--------- Totals for -=2=5 __ games played through --=2,_,_/-=2'--"'1'-'-/-"9~6~--­
tDATE> 
NextGame,vs. __ -=1~9~9~5_-~96~F~l~·n~a~l~S~e~a~s~o~n~-------------------on _____ ~~~---
!OPPONENTl !DATE) 
SCORING REBOUNDING 
Total 3 Pl. FT Points 
First. Last Name ClaSl Pos. HI. G FG FG Scored Total Avq. 
First. Last Name Clas. Pos. HI. G 
25 127 7 81 342 13. Nancy Rissmiller So G/ 5- 0 
Nancy Rissmiller So G/I 5- 0 ?c; 
Liz Stephens Sr F/C 5-1 t5 127 0 61 315 12 .( Becci Harper Jr F !< 6-( 25 
Angela Pettit Jr c 6-1 24 114 0 64 292 12.: Angela Pettit Jr c 6- 24 
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 3-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
1Mon 5 "'ade per game) (M1n l 5 maCie per game) 
First. Last Name Claso Pos. HI. G FG FG FG Scored Ans. Pet. First. Last Name Clas. Pos. G 
FG 
HI. Scored 
Angela Pettit Jr c 6- 24 114 235 .48 
Nancy Rissmiller So< /F' -lC 25 127 284 .44 
Liz Stephens Sr /C -1 25 127 291 .431 
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE 
l Mtn 2 5 made per game) ASSISTS 




Pet. First. Last Name Class Pos. HI. G 
Angela Pettit Jr c t -1 24 64 96 .66 Becci Harper Jr r<;c 6- J25 
Liz Stephens Sr /C -1 25 61 93 .65 Tanya Miller So G p-2 24 
Becci Harper Jr /C -0 25 70 110 .63 Nancy Rissmiller So bfc p-1 D25 
TEAM TOTALS 
POINTS FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS 
Totals Games Total 3-PI. Total 3-PI. Pet. 3-PI. Scored Ans. Pet. Number Avg. Scored Scored Ans. Ans. Pel. 
Own 
25 1674 67.0 618 85 1557 312 .397 .272 353 581 .608 
Opps. 25 1565 62.6 576 95 1484 280 .388 .339 318 504 .631 
Scoring .,. 4.4 Margin 
REBOUNDS ASSISTS 
Totals Ga,.s Plll)l"r Avq. Dead Tolal Shots & Team Ball Missed No. Avq. 
Own 25 1210 48.4 80 1290 167 323 12.9 2 
r---
Opps. 25 927 37.1 
Rebound 11.3 Margin ... 
64 991 






002 12.b 8 
No. Avg. 








46 1. 8f+ 

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
SEASON SUMMARY 
SPORT Women's Basketball Year 1995-96 
1. Season record 
2. Post Season Playoffs Semi-Finals ys. Pacific University 
3. Finish in conference 
4. Finish in District 
5. Coach Sherri Murrell Record at GFC 
6. Team Awards 





Career Record ~ 
1st Team AU-Conference 




\JI:AJJ\.\.JL r 1,_},\. L\..)LLt'.U.r-', t.>iL') l',f.:.! l)fl, LL ~ \A l l ~:dl CS 
REPORT 3 -- SEASON BOX SCCmE /~ r. 1.~ c; :;\ : 1.r·. s PAGE 1 
SEASON: 95-96 
T 0 T A L 3-POINTERS R E B 0 U N D S 
P L A Y E R GP-GS MIN--AVG FG-FGA PCT FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT OFF-DEF TOT-·-AVG PF-FO A TO BLK ST PTS - AVG 
-------------·-·-------- ---·--- ----------· ·-------------- --·--------·----· ------- ------- -··-··---------· ··-·· ----- ------------·--
---------
40 RISSMILLER, NANCY 25 25 8R5 35.4 127 284 --·. 447 ~ '1 11 I tti .350 &l 146 .S',) I 3 7 l l 2 2 4 9 ~ 0 . 0 56 0 -4 6 3 2 2 0 4 9 3 4 2 13. 7 
22 STEPHENS, LIZ 25 24 747 29.9 127 291 <436 0 4 .000 6! 93 . 656 60 63 . 123 4.9 82 8 35 73 l I 31 315 12. 6 
23 HARPER, BECCI 25 15 777 31.1 100 264 .379 32 104 .308 70110 .636·· 69 150 219 ·•8.8 50 0 -62 87 3 36 302 12.I 
52 PETTIT, ANGELA 2 4 2 4 6 8 0 2 8 . 3 II 4 2 3 5 ·~ 4 8 5 0 2 . 0 0 0 6 4 9 6 . 5 6 7·- 7 9 l 2 0 l 9 9 ""8 . 3 7 4 4 2 4 7 3 2 8 3 I 292 12. 2 
20 MILLER, TONYA 24 15 592 24.7 4I 129 .318 22 77 .286 17 32 .531 14 34 48 2.0 31 0 ..,s 8 6 6 0 39 121 5.0 
50 POWELL, RACHEL 25 2 269 10.8 18 54 .333 0 I .000 13 32 .406 29 44 73 2.9 48 0 10 18 8 4 49 2.0 
24 COURTNEY, JAMIE 5 6 121 24.2 18 53 .340 4 I 6 .250 7 10 .700 12 9 21 4. 2 J 3 0 3 21 0 7 47 9. 4 
11 BREDESON, KAMI. 20 0 143 7.2 13 41 . 317 5 20 .250 12 17 .706 14 IS 2 9 1. 5 16 0 4 23 0 3 43 2.2 
10 CARROLL, CHERISH 17 2 171 1 0. 1 !5 46 .326 ! 9 .111 ! l 15 . 7 3 3 8 1 0 18 I. I 12 0 20 27 0 12 42 2.5 
12 BAIN, SARAH 25 9 322 12.9 ! 2 3 9 .308 6 18 .333 8 I 3 . 6! 5 I 0 18 28 I . I 35 2 28 53 0 18 38 I . 5 
32 KEOWN, KEELI i9 0 143 7.5 l 5 3 4 . 4 41 0 2 .000 5 6 . 8 3 3 7 17 24 I . 3 21 0 6 8 0 9 35 I . 8 
14 GARDEA, CORI 23 4 179 7.8 I 0 59 . 16 9 6 29 .207 4 9 . 44 4 II ll 22 1.0 13 0 l2 15 0 8 30 I . 3 
44 ANDERSON, KATIE 18 0 99 5.5 7 ?6 .269 2 l () .200 0 2 . () 00 8 9 17 0. 9 7 0 1 2 II 0 II i 6 0.9 
30 EVANS, RACHEL 9 0 27 3.0 l 2 .500 0 0 .000 0 0 '00 0 0 7 7 0.3 0 0 J 2 0 I 2 0.2 
34 RYSDAM, ANGIE 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 .000 1\ 0 .000 0 0 . 00 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0.0 \i \1 
TEA~f REBOUNDS .................................................................... 64 69 I 3 3 
------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------------
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 25 618 1 55 7 : 39.! 8 5 31 2 .272 353 581 .608 522 688 !210 48.4 458 14 323 560 70 259 1674 67.0 
---------------·--------------·--·---·-----------------·-------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------
Opponents 25 576 1484 .388 95 280 .339 318 504 .631 350 577 927 37. I 482 J02 526 35 302 1565 62.6 
---------------------------------------------------·---------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------
SCORE BY PERIODS: 1st 2nd OTl OT2 OT3 OT4 TOTAL 
Opponents 721 831 7 6 0 0 1565 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 780 874 7 13 0 0 1674 
DEADBALL REBOUNDS: OFF DEF TOTAL 
Opponents 60 4 64 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 77 3 80 
RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL 
ALL GAMES ................. (15-10) (8-3) (7-7) (0-·0) 
CONFERENCE ................ (9-5) (4-3) (5-2) ( 0--0) 
NON-CONFERENCE ............ (6-5) (4-0) (2-5) (0-0) 

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL s·rAll~llC~ 
REPORT 4 - HIGH/LOW ANALYSIS - ALL GAMES 
SEASON: 95-96 
--- T E A M 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
POINTS ......................... . 
FIELD GOALS MADE ............... . 
FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS ............ . 
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE .......... . 
3 PT FIELD GOALS MADE .......... . 
3 PT FG ATTEMPTS ............... . 
3 PT FG PERCENTAGE ............. . 
FREE THROWS MADE ............... . 
FREE THROW ATTEMPTS ............ . 
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE .......... . 
REBOUNDS ....................... . 
ASSISTS ........................ . 
STEALS ......................... . 
BLOCKED SHOTS .................. . 
TURNOVERS ...................... . 
































vs WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 
at PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 
at WESTERN OREGON STATE 
at PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 
vs SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
vs WESTERN OREGON STATE 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
at Whitworth College 
vs SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
vs WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 
vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 
vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 
vs WHITWORTH COLLEGE 
at WESTERN OREGON STATE 
at WESTERN OREGON STATE 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
vs WHITWORTH COLLEGE 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE 
vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 
vs WHITWORTH COLLEGE 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
vs LEWIS AND CLARK COLL 





























POINTS .......................... 39 vs CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1-6-96 
FIELD GOALS MADE ................ 1 5 vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 
FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS ............. 48 vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 
48 at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 2-21-96 
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE ........... .271 (16-59) at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 12--15-95 
3 PT FIELD GOALS MADE ........... 0 vs WESTERN OREGON STATE 11-28-95 
3 PT FG ATTEMPTS ................ 2 at WESTERN OREGON STATE 1-2-96 
3 PT FG PERCENTAGE .............. .000 (0-7) vs WESTERN OREGON STATE 11-28-9: 
FREE THROWS MADE ................ 2 vs CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1-6-96 
FREE THROW ATTEMPTS ............. 10 at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 12-15-9: 
10 vs CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1-6-96 
10 at LEWIS AND CLARK COLL 1-12-96 
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE ........... .200 (2-10) VS CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY l-6-96 
REBOUNDS ........................ 25 vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 
ASSISTS ......................... 5 vs WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 11-17-9~ 
STEALS .......................... 5 vs WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-19-96 
5 vs WHITWOR 

(jl·Ul,:(;E FOX COLLEGE BA-SKETBALL STATISTICS 
l<EPOi(l 1 l ·;;H / L0'11 .\:< \L ·;SIS ALL GAl',.1ES 
SEASON: t!",-9;) 
---· P L A Y E R H I G H S ---
POINTS... 2ti 
FIELD GOAi.S \lADE.. . .. .. . . . .. . . : i 
FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS............. 24 
FG PERCENTAGE(mi n 5 made)....... . 875 (H) 
3 PT FIELD GOALS MADE........... 4 
3 PT FG ATTEMPTS................ 10 
3PT FG PERCENTAGE(min 2 made) ... ! .000 (2-2) 
1.000 (2-2) 
FREE THROWS ~fADE.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 13 
FREE THROW ATTEMPTS............. 18 






ASSISTS .................... .. 
STEALS ......................... . 
BLOCKED SHOTS .................. . 
TURNOVERS ...................... . 
FOULS .......................... . 
STEPHENS. LIZ 
STEPHENS, LIZ 
STEPHENS, L! Z 
PETTIT, ANGELA 
HARPER, BECCI 





















STEPHENS, L1 Z 
BAIN, SARAH 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT !-27-96 
at W!LLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 1-27-96 
vs WILLAMETTE UNJVERSIT 2-16-96 
vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 1-27-96 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE 1-26-96 
vs WESTERN OREGON STATE I 1-28-95 
at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 1-16-96 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 1-16-96 
vs WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 11-17-95 
vs SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 1!-22-95 
at HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. 12-9-95 
at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 12-15-95 
at WESTERN OREGON STATE 1-2-96 
vs PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 2-6-96 
at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
at PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 1-13-96 
at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
. at ST. MARTIN'S 12-H5 
vs WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-19-96 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 1-16-96 
at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
at ST. MARTIN'S 12-8-95 
at WESTERN OREGON STATE t-2-96 




l.Jt:U!"<(jJ::. .t·u."- l.ULL l:.( I L'. LS:\ .'> h ~:. J Ui\ L-i .. ::i L\ 1 j S 1 j ( ., 
l<EPORT 5 - GAME BY G;\fvjE i'\J i NT'. :\ L. f::~f )lJi'J j) >) :\SS ~ ~~·r:-.; . \ ~. !_ f. ; :\).1 ~- :-~ !'AGE 212 
SEASON. () " - '.) !) u i I o:. I 9 t1 
'1 J" 2(! ( 2 )!I 4f) ~ ! '1 ~- :._ 
OPPONENT DATE SCORE 'li/L KEOWN, KEE M llLEii, TO PETTIT, A~ PO~ ELL, RA RISSMILLER RYSD.~.~. -~~ STEPHENS, 
---- ------·---- ------ -- .. ----- ----- ·····-··-· ·- -··· --- -· ---
- ... - -. . - ... - .. --
---- -------
WESTERN BAPTIST COLL II-! 7-9\ oS-53 w 0- 1- iJ ! i- 4- 1 14- ; ; , r;. ! - (I u ' ·, ~-: \? g . ·. I 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 11-22-9\ 58- s 3 w !lNP Q- 2 4 X -II - 0 (' ;· 1- .o 11- ! '., I ll\? i 3- 5- 0 
WESTERN OREGON STATE 11-2895 63-61 ~; 0- 1- 0 0- 0- l I 7 -I S- i 0- 0- 0 14- 9- 2 ).\'P j- 5- 0 J 
at Seattle Universit 12-2-95 71-76 L 0- 1- 0 8- 2- 6 9- 6- I 0- 0- I 11-10- 2 DNP 19- 9- I 
at WESTERN BAPTIST C 12-5-95 71-&0 L DNP 3- 1- 7 12- 4- 0 0- 0- 0 23-12- 4 DNP II- 7- 2 
at ST. MARTIN'S 12-8-95 79-88 L DNP II- 2- 4 17- 8· 0 4- .l- 2 12 -II- I D~P 9- 2- 0 
at HUMBOLDT STATE UN IH-95 79-70 ~ DNP 1- )- 5 12- 8- 0 : 0- 9- 0 12- Q- 3 DN? 13- 8- 2 
at CONCORDIA UNIVERS 12-15-95 73-41 It 0- 3- I 0- 1- 4 24- 8- 2 2- 5- 0 15-12- 3 DNP 8- 2- 0 
at WESTERN OREGON ST 1-2-96 62-80 L 0- 0- 0 6- 1- 0 21 - 8- 0 2- 2- 0 1?.- I!- , DNP :o- 4- 0 
' CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1+96 7!- 39 II 0- 2- I DNP 2H4- 1 5- q . 2 11-!0- 0. D~P 18- 6- 2 . 
at LEWIS AND CLARK C 1-12-96 6Hl II 0- 0- 0 3- 0- i 9- 7- 2 {j- 1- 0 15-10- , DNP 15- 3- I k 
at PACIFIC LUTHERAN 1-13-96 54-59 L DNP 8- ' I 1- 2- 0 o .. 7- 0 12-ll- 2 DNP 7- 4. ! i.• 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 1-16-96 87-80 W OT 2- 0- I 0- I - 0 21-13- 2 B ~- 0 19-! 0- 0 DNP 16- 1- 3 
WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-19-96 50-58 L 6- 3- 0 0- 2- 4 16- 7- 0 4- z .. 0 HI- 2 DNP 2- 6- 5 
VHITWORTH COLLEGE I-2H6 59-53 w 2- 0- 0 5- 6- I 7 -I 0- .1 0- I - 0 ! 2- 8- 2 DKP 21- 6- 0 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE 1-26-96 57-64 L 3- 1- 0 8- 0- 2 11-12- 0 u- 1- 0 I R · 12- 3 D~? 9 .. , I ,-
at WILLAMETTE UNIVER 1-27-96 73-66 w 6- 2- 0 2- I - 1 8- 13- I 0- 3- 0 8- 6- 3 DN? 26- 3- I 
' 
at Whitworth College 2-2-96 71-60 'y/ 4- 1- 0 h·· ' ! 8- 1:- 0 , 2- I !S- s- 0 DN? 17- 8- I i.' J' 
at WHITMAN COLLEGE M 2-3-96 7H5 w 2- 1- 0 0- 2- 0 6- ' 3 2- 5- I IHO- 0 DNP II- 2- 2 •.-
PACIFIC UNIVERSITY H-96 5H2 L 0- :- 1 0- 2- i .4. 5. 0 n- 0- 0 20-18- 0 DNP 5- 5- I . 
LEWIS AND CLARK COLL 2-10-96 79-59 II 2- 2- 0 19- 1- 3 DNP 2- 6- I 16- b- 0 DNP 18- 8- 4 
PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 2-12-96 74-64 II 2- J- 0 10- L I 12- h- 2 J .. 4- I i 1-1 f)- 2 DNP 12- 4- I . 
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 2-16-96 62-71 L 2- 1- I 3- 2- \ 6- 4- ! I - 2- 0 13- 1- I DNP 19- 8- 4 
LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 7H4 w 4- 1- 0 5- 2- 4 14-10- I ' 5- 0 12- 7- 5 - DNP 12- 3- I J-
at PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 2-21-96 51-68 L DNP ·0- 3- l 9- 8- 0 0- 0- I !4- 9- 3 DNP lJ- 3- l 
-----------------------------------------·----------------------------------··------------------------·--~------
GEOk<JE rux COLLEGt-: BASKETBALL STi\TISTICS 
L:,]';,~))< I •. ' . \ ·, ~ ~ ~· !JY IJAMF i'(J i :\iTS REBOUND.~ ASSISTS ALL Go\tvlES P Mi E i 
SEASUN: () 5 tJ {+ u l / ,, I l) () 
44 12 'I I 0 24 JO 14 23 l I 







·-- -·- -- -·'" .. -
WESTERN BAPTIST COLL ; l - 1 ·.:- ~ s n" . , ' ':!-).: II' DNP 4 1 0 DNP 18- '- (l DNP DNP 4- 6- 2 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA !J 2H5 58-53 II' DNP 0- 0- I (J- }- ! 6- 4- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 8- q_ 1 f. 
wESTERN OREGON STATE li-2H:i 6H! \1 DNP 0- 4- 0 0- 0- I 9- 3- I DNP DNP 20- b- 3 
at Seattle Universit 12-HS 71-76 I. 0- 0- 0 0- i- () 0- !- 0 II- 3- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 13- 3- J 
at WESTERN BAPTIST C 12-HS 7HO L 0- 0- 0 3- 0- 0 4- 0- 0 3- 4- 2 DNP 0- 0- 0 12- 7- 2 
at ST. M~RTIN'S I2-8-95 79-88 L 0- 0- 0 0- l- ' 5- 4-- l DNP DNP 4- 2- 0 17-12- 5 J 
at HUMBOLDT STATE UN 12-9-95 79-70 w 2- I- 0 3- 0- 0 l- 2- 0 DNP 2- 0- 0 6- 1- 0 ll-12- 3 
at CONCORD !A UN l VERS 12-15-95 73-41 w 0- 2- 3 0- I- 4 0- i- 0 7- 0- 0 ONP 0- 1- I 5- 3- 0 12-16- 3 
at WESTERN OREGON ST l-2-96 62-80 L 0- 0- 0 3- 0- 0 0- 1- 0 0- 0- l DNP 0- 0- 0 0- 1- I 8- 5- 2 
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1-6-96 71-39 w 0- 3- 0 0- 3- 2 5- 2- 0 9- 1- 6 DNP 0- 2- 0 i- 0 2 2- 4- I r 
at LEWIS ANO CLARK C l-12-96 64-51 w DNP 0- 2- 2 6- 3- 0 5- (1- 2 DNP DNP 3- 4- 0 3-13- I 
at PACIFIC LUTHERAN l-13-96 54-59 L 0- 1- 0 4- 0- 2 2- 6- 0 0- 3- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0- 0- 0 14- 8- I 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSIT i-IH6 8?-80 W OT DNP 2- 3- 4 2- 0- 0 0- 0- 0 DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 17-17- 3 
\tiiiiTMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-!9-96 50-58 L DNP 0- 0- I DNP 0- 0- 0 DNP DNP 3- 0- 0 10- 7- 2 
\illiTWORTH COLLEGE I-2H6 59-53 ., 3- 2- 3 0- 1- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 DNP DNP 0- 4- 3 9 9- 2 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE l-26-96 57-64 L 0- 0- 0 3- 0- 2 0- 0- 0 2- 0- l DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 3- 4- I 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVER l-27-96 73-66 'II DNP 0- 2- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 DNP 0- 0- Oi 2- 1- 0 21-1 0- 3 
at Whitworth College 2-2-96 7HO w 0- 1- ! 0- 0- 3 0- 1- 0 2- l- l DNP 0- 3- 0 0- 0- 0 !HI- 6 
at WHITMAN COLLEGE M 2-3-96 7o-65 w 0- I- I 7- 2- 0 2- 2- 0 5- 3- 2 DNP 0- 0- 0 2- 2- 3 18- 8- 2 
PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 2-6-96 53-62 L 0- 0- 0 2- 0- 2 10- 2- I 4- 2- I DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 8- 8- 0 
LEWIS AND CLARK COLL 2-JQ-96 79-59 w 2- l- I 2- 0- 0 0- 0- 0 4- 5- 2 DNP DNP 0- l- 0 !4-!4- 4 
PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 2-12-96 74-64 w 0- 0- 0 5- 4- 0 0- 0- 0 2- 2- 0 DNP DNP 0- 0- l !7- 6- 4 
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 2-16-96 62-7I L 0- 4- ' 0- l- I ONP DNP DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 !8- 9- l L 
LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 75-44 w 9- 0- I 0- 0- I 0- l- 0 0- 1- 2 DNP 0- !- I 4- I- 2 I2- 5- 3 
at PACIFIC UNIYERSIT 2-2!-96 51-68 L 0- l- 0 0- 1- 0 0- 0- 0 2- 0- 2 DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 13-10- 3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gl::Uk(Jl::: .I·U.\. CULL.HiL Lli\.SK.t.:. llJftLL. s 1':\ l 1 s j j ( -, 
REPORT 5 - GAME BY G;\rvJE i'\JJN'i'.S !( f __ Br )Ui"'J l) S .. \ s s 1 s -rs :\!_,L u :\ \]}. >~ !'AGE 2/2 
SEASON: 9 5-- \) 6 Ui/03/96 
32 20 \2 50 40 ., '1 ~~ ~ "~ 
OPPONENT OATE SCORE W/L KEOWN, KEE ~IJLLEll, TO PETTIT, A~ POWELL, RA RISSMILLER RYSDAM. A~ STEPHENS, 
----·---------------- -------- -----··- --- -·- .. --'" -·- --· .. ----~- ··- -- -- - -- -- - .. --. -- .... -- ------------
WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 11-!HS oHJ 'li 0- ! - 0 I' ~ 1 IH: 1 t) ,_ 0 1.! '·, : ~: _\: s- •, I , I 
" SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ll-22-95 5H3 w DNP i)- 2- 4 HI- u 0- I 9 Il-l)- I J\P i}- 5- G 
WESTERN OREGON STATE ll-2HS 63-61 w 0- 1- 0 0- 0- 1 IH5- j 0- 0- 0 14- 9- 2 ))p )- 5- Q J 
at Seattle Universit 12-HS 71-76 L 0- 1- 0 8- 2- 6 9- 6- I 0- 0- I II-i 0- 2 DNP 19- 9- I 
at WESTERN BAPTIST C 12-HS 7HO L DNP 3- 3- 7 12- 4- 0 0- 0- 0 23-12- 4 DNP II- 7- 2 
at ST. MARTIN'S 12-HS 7H8 L DNP I 1- 2- 4 17- 8 -· 0 4- 1- 2 12-1!- ! DH 9- 2- 0 
at HUMBOLDT STATE UN 12-HS 79-70 w DNP 7- 5- 5 12- 8- 0 10- 9- 0 12- Q- 3 D~? 13- 8- 2 
at CONCORDIA UNIVERS 12-IHS 73-4! w 0- 3- I 0- 1- 4 24- 8- 2 2- 5- 0 15-12- 3 DNP &- 2- 0 
at WESTERN OREGON ST l-2-96 6HO L 0- 0- 0 6- i- 0 21- 8- 0 2- 2- 0 !2- I!- 1 DNP : 0- 4- 0 L 
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY I-H6 7!- 39 w 0- 2- I DNP 20-14- 1 5- q. 2 11-!0- 0. DKP 18- o- 2 
" 
at LEWIS AND CLARK C 1-12-96 6H! w 0- 0- 0 3- 0- i 9- 7- 2 0- 1- 0 15-10- , DSP 15- 3- 1 L I 
at PACIFIC LUTHERAN l-13-96 54-59 L DNP 8- " I 7- 2- 0 0-- 7- 0 12-ll- 2 DN? 7- 4- i t-
at PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 1-!6-96 87-80 W OT L 0- I 0- 1- 0 21-13- 2 ,, r •. ~- 0 19-l 0- 0 D~P 16- 7- 3 
_ WHITMAN COLLEGE Ml SS 1-19-96 50-58 L 6- 3- 0 0- ;_ 4 16- 7- 0 4- 2- 0 9-l j- 2 DNP 2- 6- 5 
WHITWORTH COLLEGE Ho-96 5H3 w 2- 0- 0 5- 6- I 7 -I 0- J 0- l - i) ! 2- 8- 2 D~P 2!- 6- 0 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE 1-26-96 57-64 L 3- 1- 0 8- 0- 2 ii-12- 0 u- !- 0 18- 12- 3 D\P 9 , I "-
at WILLAMETTE UNIVER i-27-96 73-66 'II 6- 2- 0 2- 1- 1 8- 13- I 0- 3- 0 K- 6- 3 DX? 26- 3- I 
' 
at Whitworth College 2-2-96 71-60 w 4- 1- 0 h-- ' 1 s- 1:- 0 1 2- I !8- 8- 0 DNP 17- 8- I /,' r 
at WHITMAN COLLEGE M 2-3-96 7H5 'II 2- 1- 0 0- 2- 0 6- ' 3 2- 5- I iHO- G DSP i 1- 2- 2 •,"• 
PACIFIC UNIVERSITY H-96 53-62 L 0- l- 1 0- 2- i 4- 5. I) 0- 0- 0 20-18- 0 iM 5- 5- I 
" LEWIS AND CLARK COLL 2-lo-96 7 9-5 9 w 2- 2- 0 19- 1- 3 DNP 2- 6- I 16- 6- 0 D!iP 18- 8- 4 
PACIFIC LUTHERAN UN! 2-12-96 7H4 w 2-- 3- 0 10- ;_ I 12- tt- 2 3-- 4- I i 1-l 0- 2 D~P 12- 4- I 
" WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 2-16-96 62-71 L 2- l- l 3- 2- l 6- 4- 1 !- 2- !) 13- 7- I D~P 19- 8- 4 
LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 75-44 w 4- 1- 0 5- 2- 4 14-10- I ' 5- 0 12- ' 5 D~P I 2- 3- I J- ,_ 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 2-21-96 Sl-68 L DNP ·0- 3- i 9- 8- 0 0- 0- I 14- 9- 3 DNP l3- 3- 1 
-----------------------------------------·----------------------------------··----------------------------------
:U.-
AitetAJy 6(vz:JiF~~eJ for NAlf+--N-~cl-t1~etl't1 __ _!jjJ} Jvt'Yif (c!eH-eJ 5-6 hvice) 
-----

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
~EPORT 5 - GAME BY GAME POINTS-REBOUNDS-ASSISTS - ALL GAMES PAGE 1/2 
3EASON: 95-96 12/03/96 
44 12 11 10 24 30 14 23 
IPPONENT DATE SCORE W/L ANDERSON, BAIN, SARA BREDESON, CARROLL, C COURTNEY, EVANS, RAC GARDEA, CO HARPER, BE 
------------------- -------- ------- ----
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----------!ESTERN BAPTIST COLL 11-17-95 68-53 It DNP 4- 2- 0 DNP 18- 7- 0 DNP DNP 4- 6- 2 
IOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 11-22-95 58-53 w DNP 0- 0- 1 6- 3- 1 6- 4- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 8- 9- 2 
!ESTERN OREGON STATE 11-28-95 63-61 w DNP 0- 4- 0 0- 0- 1 9- 3- 1 DNP DNP 20- 6- 3 
t Seattle Universit 12-2-95 71-76 L 0- 0- 0 0- 1- 0 0- 1- 0 11- 3- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 13- 3- 3 
1t WESTERN BAPTIST C 12-5-95 71-80 L 0- 0- 0 3- 0- 0 4- 0- 0 3- 4- 2 DNP 0- 0- 0 12- 7- 2 
t ST. MARTIN'S 12-8-95 79-88 L 0- 0- 0 0- 1- 3 5- 4- 1 DNP DNP 4- 2- 0 17-12- 5 
1t HUMBOLDT STATE UN 12-9-95 79-70 w 2- 1- 0 3- 0- 0 1- 2- 0 DNP 2- 0- 0 6- 1- 0 11-12- 3 
.t CONCORDIA UNIVERS 12-15-95 73-41 w 0- 2- 3 0- 1- 4 0- 1- 0 7- 0- 0 DNP 0- 1- 1 5- 3- 0 12-16- 3 
1t WESTERN OREGON ST 1-2-96 62-80 L 0- 0- 0 3- 0- 0 0- 1- 0 0- 0- 1 DNP 0- 0- 0 0- 1- 1 8- 5- 2 
:ONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1-6-96 71-39 w 0- 3- 0 0- 3- 2 5- 2- 0 9- 1- 6 DNP 0- 2- 0 1- 2- 2 2- 4- 1 
it LEWIS AND CLARK C 1-12-96 64-51 It DNP 0- 2- 2 6- 3- 0 5- 0- 2 DNP DNP 3- 4- 0 8-13- 1 
.t PACIFIC LUTHERAN 1-13-96 54-59 L 0- 1- 0 4- 0- 2 2- 6- 0 0- 3- 0 DNP 0- 0- 1 0- 0- 0 14- 8- 1 
it PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 1-16-96 87-80 V OT DNP 2- 3- 4 2- 0- 0 0- 0- 0 DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 17-17- 3 
!HITMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-19-96 50-58 L DNP 0- 0- 1 DNP 0- 0- 0 DNP DNP 3- 0- 0 10- 7- 2 
!HITWORTH COLLEGE 1-20-96 59-53 w 3- 2- 3 0- 1- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 DNP DNP 0- 4- 3 9- 9- 2 
t LINFIELD COLLEGE 1-26-96 57-64 L 0- 0- 0 3- 0- 2 0- 0- 0 2- 0- 1 DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 3- 4- 1 
.t WILLAMETTE UNIVER 1-27-96 73-66 w DNP 0- 2- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 DNP 0- 0- 0 2- 1- 0 21-10- 3 
.t Whitworth College 2-2-96 71-60 w 0- 1- 1 0- 0- 3 0- 1- 0 2- 1- 1 DNP 0- 3- 0 0- 0- 0 13-11- 6 
it WHITMAN COLLEGE M 2-3-96 70-65 w 0- 1- 1 7- 2- 0 2- 2- 0 5- 3- 2 DNP 0- 0- 0 2- 2- 3 18- 8- 2 
'ACIFIC UNIVERSITY 2-6-96 53-62 L 0- 0- 0 2- 0- 2 10- 2- 1 4- 2- 1 DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 8- 8- 0 
,EWIS AND CLARK COLL 2-10-96 79-59 w 2- 1- 1 2- 0- 0 0- 0- 0 4- 5- 2 DNP DNP 0- 1- 0 14-14- 4 
'ACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 2-12-96 74-64 w 0- 0- 0 5- 4- 0 0- 0- 0 2- 2- 0 DNP DNP 0- 0- 1 17- 6- 4 
!ILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 2-16-96 62-11 L 0- 4- 2 0- 1- 1 DNP DNP DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 18- 9- 1 
,INFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 75-44 w 9- 0- 1 0- 0- 1 0- 1- 0 0- 1- 2 DNP 0- 1- 1 4- 1- 2 12- 5- 3 
1t PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 2-21-96 51-68 L 0- 1- 0 0- 1- 0 0- 0- 0 2- 0- 2 DNP DNP 0- 0- 0 13-10- 3 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ucv~uc rvA ~VLL~u~ BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
REPORT 5 -GAME BY GAME POINTS-REBOUNDS-ASSISTS - ALL GAMES PAGE 2/2 
SEASON: 95-96 12/03/96 
32 20 52 50 40 34 22 
OPPONENT DATE SCORE W/L KEOWN, KEE MILLER, TO PETTIT, AN POWELL, RA RISSMILLER RYSDAM, AN STEPHENS, 
-------------------- -------- ------- ----
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----------WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 11-17-95 68-53 w 0- 1- 0 11- 4- 2 14-11- 2 0- 1- 0 9-12- 3 DNP 8- 3- 1 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 11-22-95 58-53 w DNP 6- 2- 4 8-11- 0 0- 1- 0 11-15- 1 DNP 13- 5- 0 
WESTERN OREGON STATE 11-28-95 63-61 w 0- 1- 0 0- 0- 3 17-15- 1 0- 0- 0 14- 9- 2 DNP 3- 5- 0 
it Seattle Universit 12-2-95 71-76 L 0- 1- 0 8- 2- 6 9- 6- 1 0- 0- 1 11-10- 2 DNP 19- 9- 1 
it WESTERN BAPTIST C 12-5-95 71-80 L DNP 3- 3- 7 12- 4- 0 0- 0- 0 23-12- 4 DNP 11- 7- 2 
it ST. MARTIN Is 12-8-95 79-88 L DNP 11- 2- 4 17- 8- 0 4- 3- 2 12-11- 1 DNP 9- 2- 0 
1t HUMBOLDT STATE UN 12-9-95 79-70 w DNP 7- 5- 5 12- 8- 0 10- 9- 0 12- 9- 3 DNP 13- 8- 2 
It CONCORDIA UNIVERS 12-15-95 73-41 w 0- 3- 1 0- 1- 4 24- 8- 2 2- 5- 0 15-12- 3 DNP 8- 2- 0 
1t WESTERN OREGON ST 1-2-96 62-80 L 0- 0- 0 6- 1- 0 21- 8- 0 2- 2- 0 12- 6- 2 DNP 10- 4- 0 
:ONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1-6-96 71-39 w 0- 2- 1 DNP 20-14- 2 5- 9- 2 11-10- 0 DNP 18- 6- 2 
tt LEWIS AND CLARK C 1-12-96 64-51 w 0- 0- 0 3- 0- 1 9- 7- 2 0- 1- 0 15-10- 2 DNP 15- 3- 1 
1t PACIFIC LUTHERAN 1-13-96 54-59 L DNP 8- 2- 1 1- 2- 0 0- 7- 0 12-11- 2 DNP 7- 4- 1 
1t PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 1-16-96 87-80 W OT 2- 0- 1 0- 1- 0 21-13- 2 8- 4- 0 19-10- 0 DNP 16- 7- 3 
IHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-19-96 50-58 L 6- 3- 0 0- 2- 4 16- 7- 0 4- 2- 0 9-11- 2 DNP 2- 6- 5 
!HITWORTH COLLEGE 1-20-96 59-53 w 2- 0- 0 5- 6- 1 7-10- 3 0- 1- 0 12- 8- 2 DNP 21- 6- 0 
t LINFIELD COLLEGE 1-26-96 57-64 L 3- 1- 0 8- 0- 2 11-12- 0 0- 1- 0 18-12- 3 DNP 9- 2- 1 
t WILLAMETTE UNIVER 1-27-96 73-66 w 6- 2- 0 2- 1- 2 8-13- 1 0- 3- 0 8- 6- 3 DNP 26- 3- 1 
t Whitworth College 2-2-96 71-60 w 4- 1- 0 6- 2- 1 8- 6- 0 3- 2- 1 18- 8- 0 DNP 17- 8- 1 
t WHITMAN COLLEGE M 2-3-96 70-65 w 2- 1- 0 0- 2- 0 6- 3- 3 2- 5- 1 15-10- 0 DNP 11- 2- 2 
ACIFIC UNIVERSITY 2-6-96 53-62 L 0- 1- 2 0- 2- 1 4- 5- 0 0- 0- 0 20-18- 0 DNP 5- 5- 1 
EWIS AND CLARK COLL 2-10-96 79-59 w 2- 2- 0 19- 1- 3 DNP 2- 6- 1 16- 6- 0 DNP 18- 8- 4 
ACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 2-12-96 74-64 w 2- 3- 0 10- 2- 1 12- 6- 2 3- 4- 1 11-10- 2 DNP 12- 4- 1 
ILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 2-16-96 62-71 L 2- 1- 1 3- 2- 1 6- 4- 2 1- 2- 0 13- 7- 1 DNP 19- 8- 4 
INFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 75-44 w 4- 1- 0 5- 2- 4 14-10- 1 3- 5- 0 12- 7- 5 DNP 12- 3- 1 
t PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 2-21-96 51-68 L DNP 0- 3- 1 9- 8- 0 0- 0- 1 14- 9- 3 DNP 13- 3- 1 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
~EPORT 6 - GAME HIGHS - ALL GAMES PAGE 2 
)EASON: 95-96 12/03/96 
PPONENT DATE SCORE W/L POINTS REBOUNDS ASSISTS STEALS BLOCKED SHOTS 
------------------- -------- ------- ---- ----------------
---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
~CIFIC UNIVERSITY 2-6-96 53-62 L {20)RISSMILLER, {18)RISSMILLER, { 2)BAIN, SARAH { 4)STEPHENS, LI { l)RISSMILLER, 
{ 2)KEOWN, KEEL! 
BWIS AND CLARK COLL 2-10-96 79-59 w {19)MILLER, TONY {14)HARPER, BECC ( 4)STEPHENS, LI { 2)MILLER, TONY ( 2)RISSMILLER, 
( 4)HARPER, BECC { 2)RISSMILLER, 
{ 2)CARROLL, CHE 
~CIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 2-12-96 74-64 w (17)HARPER, BECC {lO)RISSMILLER, { 4)HARPER, BECC { 4)HARPER, BECC ( 1)RISSMILLER, 
ILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 2-16-96 62-71 L {19)STEPHENS, LI { 9)HARPER, BECC { 4)STEPHENS, LI { 3)MILLER, TONY { 2)STEPHENS, LI 
{ 3)HARPER, BECC 
INFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 75-44 w (14)PETTIT, ANGE {lO)PETTIT, ANGE ( 5)RISSMILLER, { 4)HARPER, BECC 
t PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 2-21-96 51-68 L {14)RISSMILLER, {lO)HARPER, BECC ( 3)RISSMILLER, { 3)RISSMILLER, { l)PETTIT, ANGE 
{ 3)HARPER, BECC 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
~EPORT 6 - GAME HIGHS - ALL GAMES PAGE 1 
3EASON: 95-96 12/03/96 
IPPONENT DATE SCORE W/L POINTS REBOUNDS ASSISTS STEALS BLOCKED SHOTS 
·------------------- -------- ------- ---- ----------------
---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------!ESTERN BAPTIST COLL 11-17-95 68-53 w (18)COURTNEY, JA ( 12) RISSMILLER, ( 3)RISSMILLER, ( 2)BAIN, SARAH ( 2)STEPHENS, LI 
( 2)RISSMILLER, 
>OUTHERN CALIFORNIA 11-22-95 58-53 w (13)STEPHENS, LI (15)RISSMILLER, ( 4)MILLER, TONY ( 3)HARPER, BECC ( 1)STEPHENS, LI 
( 1) RISSMILLER, 
( 1)PETTIT, ANGE 
!ESTERN OREGON STATE 11-28-95 63-61 w (20)HARPER, BECC (15)PETTIT, ANGE ( 3)MILLER, TONY ( 4)STEPHENS, LI ( 2)RISSMILLER, 
( 3)HARPER, BECC 
t Seattle Universit 12-2-95 71-76 L (19)STEPHENS, LI ( 10) RISSMILLER, ( 6)MILLER, TONY ( 2)COURTNEY, JA ( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
t WESTERN BAPTIST C 12-5-95 71-80 L (23)RISSMILLER, ( 12 )RISSMILLER, ( 7)MILLER, TONY ( 5)RISSMILLER, ( 3)PETTIT, ANGE 
t ST. MARTIN'S 12-8-95 79-88 L (17)PETTIT, ANGE (12)HARPER, BECC ( S)HARPER, BECC ( 3)RISSMILLER, ( 3)RISSMILLER, 
(17)HARPER, BECC ( 3)PETTIT, ANGE 
:t HUMBOLDT STATE UN 12-9-95 79-70 w (13)STEPHENS, LI (12)HARPER, BECC ( 5)MILLER, TONY ( 3)MILLER, TONY ( 2 )RISSMILLER, 
( 3) RISSMILLER, 
.t CONCORDIA UNIVERS 12-15-95 73-41 w (24)PETTIT, ANGE (16)HARPER, BECC ( 4)BAIN, SARAH ( 2)MILLER, TONY ( 2)STEPHENS, LI 
( 4)MILLER, TONY ( 2)STEPHENS, LI ( 2)POWELL, RACH 
( 2)POWELL, RACH ( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
( 2)HARPER, BECC 
.t WESTERN OREGON ST 1-2-96 62-80 L (21)PETTIT, ANGE ( 8)PETTIT, ANGE ( 2)RISSMILLER, ( 4)RISSMILLER, ( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
( 2)HARPER, BECC 
:ONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 1-6-96 71-39 w (20)PETTIT, ANGE (14)PETTIT, ANGE ( 6)CARROLL, CHE ( 3)BAIN, SARAH ( !)STEPHENS, LI 
( 3)GARDEA, COR! ( !)POWELL, RACH 
( l)PETTIT, ANGE 
.t LEWIS AND CLARK C 1-12-96 64-51 w (15) STEPHENS I LI (13)HARPER, BECC ( 2)BAIN, SARAH ( 3)STEPHENS, LI ( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
(15)RISSMILLER, ( 2)RISSMILLER, ( 3)CARROLL, CHE 
( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
( 2)CARROLL, CBE 
.t PACIFIC LUTHERAN 1-13-96 54-59 L (14)HARPER, BECC ( 11 )RISSMILLER, ( 2)BAIN, SARAH ( 5)MILLER, TONY ( 2)PETTIT, ANGE 
( 2)RISSMILLER, 
.t PACIFIC UNIVERSIT 1-16-96 87-80 W OT (21}PETTIT, ANGE (17}HARPER, BECC ( 4)BAIN, SARAH ( 2)STEPBENS, LI ( l}PETTIT, ANGE 
( 2}PETTIT, ANGE 
!HITMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-19-96 50-58 L (16)PETTIT, ANGE ( 11) RISSMILLER, ( 5}STEPHENS, LI ( 3)RISSMILLER, ( 3}PETTIT, ANGE 
!BITWORTH COLLEGE 1-20-96 59-53 w (2l}STEPHENS, LI (lO)PETTIT, ANGE ( 3}GARDEA, CORI ( 3}ANDERSON, KA 
( 3)ANDERSON, KA 
( 3}PETTIT, ANGE 
t LINFIELD COLLEGE 1-26-96 57-64 L (18)RISSMILLER, ( 12) RISSMILLER, ( 3}RISSMILLER, ( 4)RISSMILLER, 
(12}PETTIT, ANGE 
t WILLAMETTE UNIVER 1-27-96 73-66 w (26)STEPHENS, LI (13)PETTIT, ANGE ( 3)RISSMILLER, ( 2)MILLER, TONY ( 2)POWELL, RACH 
( 3}BARPER, BECC ( 2}PETTIT, ANGE 
.t Whitworth College 2-2-96 71-60 w (18)RISSMILLER, ( 11 )HARPER, BECC ( 6)HARPER, BECC ( 3)MILLER, TONY ( 2}RISSMILLER, 
:t WHITMAN COLLEGE M 2-3-96 70-65 w (18}HARPER, BECC (10)RISSMILLER, ( 3)GARDEA, CORI ( l)MILLER, TONY ( !)PETTIT, ANGE 
( 3)PETTIT, ANGE ( !)STEPHENS, LI 
( l)EVANS, RACBE 
( !)RISSMILLER, 
( !)ANDERSON, KA 

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
REPORT 4 - HIGH/LOW ANALYSIS - ALL GAMES 
SEASON: 9 5-·-9 6 
--- T E A M H I G H S ---
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
POINTS ......................... . 
FIELD GOALS MADE ............... . 
FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS ............ . 
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE .......... . 
3 PT FIELD GOALS MADE .......... . 
3 PT FG ATTEMPTS ............... . 
3 PT FG PERCENTAGE ............. . 
FREE THROWS MADE ............... . 
FREE THROW ATTEMPTS ............ . 
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE .......... . 
REBOUNDS ....................... . 
ASSISTS ........................ . 
STEALS ......................... . 
BLOCKED SHOTS .................. . 
TURNOVERS ...................... . 
FOULS .......................... . 
OPPONENTS 
POINTS ......................... . 
FIELD GOALS MADE ............... . 
FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS ............ . 
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE .......... . 
3 PT FIELD GOALS MADE .......... . 
3 PT FG ATTEMPTS ............... . 
3 PT FG PERCENTAGE ............. . 
FREE THROWS MADE ............... . 
FREE THROW ATTEMPTS ............ . 
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE .......... . 
REBOUNDS ....................... . 
ASSISTS ........................ . 
STEALS ......................... . 
BLOCKED SHOTS .................. . 
TURNOVERS ...................... . 












































at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 
at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 
vs CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 
at Whitworth College 
at ST. MARTIN'S 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE 
vs WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 
vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 
vs WESTERN OREGON STATE 
at LEWIS AND CLARK COLL 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE 
vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 
at ST. MARTIN'S 
at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
vs WESTERN OREGON STATE 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
at ST. MARTIN'S 
at ST. MARTIN'S 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
at ST. MARTIN'S 
at Seattle University 
at Whitworth College 
vs WHITWORTH COLLEGE 
vs WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 
at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
at LINFIELD COLLEGE 
at ST. MARTIN'S 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
at HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. 
at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 
at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 












































i•r.iJi<\_rE FOX CULLE<.1E BASKETBALL STATISTiCS 
J,:u•or::'i' :;E/\SUN SC'IlLDULE- I<ESULTS s. LE/d)ERS -- ALL GAMES 
SEASOf\:: () 5-- () 6 
RECORD: OVERALL 
ALL GAMES ................. (15-10) 
CONFERENCE ................ (9-5) 
NON-CONFERENCE ............ (6-5) 
DATE TIME OPPONENT SCORE W/L 
-------- ------------ -----------------------
11-17-95 7:00pm WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 68-53 'i 
11-22-95 7:00 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 58-53 \i 
ll-28-95 6:00 WESTERN OREGON STATE 63-61 \i 
12-2-95 at Seattle University 71-76 L 
12-5-95 at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 71-80 L 
12-8-95 7 p.m. at ST. MARTIN'S 79-88 L 
12-9-95 8:00 Ul. at HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. 79-70 \i 
12-!5-95 5:30 at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 73-41 \i 
1-2-96 7 PM at WESTERN OREGON STATE 62-80 L 
1-6-96 7 PM CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 71-39 w 
l-12-9o • at lEWIS AND CLARK COLL 64-5! w 
1-13-96 • at PACIFIC LUTHERAN UN! 54~ 59 L 
1-16-96 6:00 ' at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 87-80 W 20T 
1-19-96 6 PM • WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 50-58 L 
1-20-96 6:00 ' WHITWORTH COLLEGE 59-53 w 
1-26-96 6 PM ' at LINFIELD COLLEGE 57-64 L 
1-27-96 6 Pll ' at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 73-66 w 
2-2-96 6 PM • at Whitworth College 71-60 w 
2-3-96 6 PM ' at WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 7H5 li 
2-6-96 6 PM ' PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 53-62 L 
2-10-96 6:00p.m. • LEWIS AND CLARK COLL 79-59 w 
2-12-96 6 Pll ' PACIFIC LUTHERAN UN! 74-64 \i 
2-16-96 6 Pll ' WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 62-71 L 
2-17-96 6 PM ' LINFIELD COLLEGE 75-44 li 
2-21-96 # at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 51-68 L 
ATTENDANCE SUMMARY: TOTALS 
HOME ....................... 2,200 
AWAY ....................... 725 
NEUTRAL .................... 0 
TOTAL ....................... 2,925 
HOME 




















225 (IS)STEPHENS, LIZ 
(IS)RISSMILLER, NANCY 
200 (l4)HARPER, BECCI 
(21)PETTIT. ANGELA 
(l6)PETT!T, ANGELA 





250 (20)RISSMILLER, NANCY 
350 (19)MILLER, TONYA 
300 (17}HARPER, BECCI 
(19}STEPHENS, LIZ 
800 (14)PETTIT, ANGELA 
























( !7 )HARPER, BECCI 








{ 14) HARPER, BECC I 
(IO)R!SSMILLER, NANCY 






GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
~EPORT 4 - HIGH/LOW ANALYSIS - ALL GAMES 
>EASON: 95-96 
--- P L A Y E R H I G H S ---
OINTS I ••• I. I •••• I •• I ••••••••••• 26 STEPHENS, LIZ at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 1-27-96 
IELD GOALS MADE •••••..••••••••• 11 STEPHENS, LIZ at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 1-27-96 
IELD GOAL ATTEMPTS •..•.•••••••• 24 STEPHENS, LIZ vs WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 2-16-96 
G PERCENTAGE{min 5 made) •••.• :. .875 {7-8) PETTIT, ANGELA vs LINFIELD COLLEGE 2-17-96 
PT FIELD GOALS MADE .•.•••...•. 4 HARPER, BECCI at WILLAMETTE UNIVERSIT 1-27-96 
PT FG ATTEMPTS ..••.••••.•••.•• 10 MILLER, TONY! at LINFIELD COLLEGE 1-26-96 
PT FG PERCENTAGE{min 2 made) ••• 1.000 {2-2) HARPER, BECCI vs WESTERN OREGON STATE 11-28-95 
1.000 {2-2) RISSMILLER, NANCY at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
REE THROWS MADE •...•....••..••• 13 RISSMILLER, NANCY at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 1-16-96 
REE THROW ATTEMPTS ••....••.•••• 18 RISSMILLER, NANCY at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 1-16-96 
T PERCENTAGE{min 3 made) •••.•.• 1.000 {4-4) PETTIT, ANGELA vs WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 11-17-95 
1.000 {3-3) BREDESON, KAMI vs SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 11-22-95 
1.000 {3-3) STEPHENS, LIZ at HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. 12-9-95 
1.000 {6-6) PETTIT, ANGELA at CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY 12-15-95 
1.000 (3-3) HARPER, BECCI at WESTERN OREGON STATE 1-2-96 
EBOUNDS ••••••••••••••••• I •• I ••• 18 RISSMILLER, NANCY vs PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 2-6-96 
SSISTS .... t ••• I. I I. I •••• I I. I I. I 7 MILLER, TONYA at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
TEALS. I •••• I •••••• I I I ••• I. I ••• I 5 RISSMILLER, NANCY at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
5 MILLER, TONYA at PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNI 1-13-96 
LOCKED SHOTS ••••••••.•••.•••••. 3 PETTIT, ANGELA at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
3 RISSMILLER, NANCY at ST. MARTIN'S 12-8-95 
3 PETTIT I ANGELA vs WHITMAN COLLEGE MISS 1-19-96 
URNOVERS •• I I •• I I I I •• I. I. I I •• I I I 9 HARPER, BECCI at PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 1-16-96 
OULS. I •• I ••••• I ••••••• I •••• II I. 5 STEPHENS, LIZ at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
5 PETTIT, ANGELA at WESTERN BAPTIST COLL 12-5-95 
5 STEPHENS, LIZ at ST. MARTIN'S 12-8-95 
5 STEPHENS, LIZ at WESTERN OREGON STATE 1-2-96 




GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
REPORT 3 - SEASON BOX SCORE - ALL GAMES PAGE 1 
12/30/95 SEASON: 95-96 
T 0 T A L 3-POINTERS R E B 0 U N D S 
P L A Y E R GP-GS MIN--AVG FG-FGA PCT FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT OFF--DEF TOT--AVG PF-FO A TO BLK ST PTS - AVG 
10 CARROLL, CHERISH 16 2 162 10.1 14 43 .326 i 9 . Ill 11 15 .733 8 10 
II BREDESON, KAMI 19 0 140 7.4 !3 41 .317 5 20 .250 12 17 .706 14 15 
12 BAIN, SARAH 24 9 319 13.3 12 38 .316 6 17 .353 8 13 .615 9 18 
14 GARDEA, COR! 22 4 177 8.0 10 59 .169 6 29 .207 4 9 .444 11 11 
2 0 MILLER , TONY A 2 3 14 5 61 2 4 . 4 41 1 2 3 . 3 3 3 2 2 71 . 3 I 0 I 7 3 2 . 53 1 14 31 
22 STEPHENS, LIZ 24 23 711 29.6 121 280 .432 0 4 .000 60 91 .659 59 61 
23 HARPER, BECCI 24 14 745 31.0 95 252 .377 31 101 .307 68 108 .630 62 147 
24 COURTNEY, JAMIE 5 6 121 24.2 18 53 .340 4 16 .250 7 10 .700 12 9 
30 EVANS, RACHEl, 9 0 27 3.0 I .500 0 0 .000 0 0 .000 0 1 
3 2 KEOWN, KEEl. I 19 0 14 3 7.5 15 3 4 . 4 41 0 2 . 0 0 0 5 6 . 8 3 3 7 17 
34 RYSDAM, ANGIE 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 .000 0 0 .000 0 0 .000 0 0 
40 RISSMILLER, NANCY 24 24 847 35.3 122 273 .447 20 .350 77 140 .550 !31 109 
44 ANDERSON, KATIE 17 0 93 5.5 7 24 .292 .250 0 2 .000 7 9 
50 POWELL, RACHEL 24 2 266 11.1 18 54 .331 .000 13 32 .406 29 44 
52 PETTIT, ANGELA 23 23 643 28.0 110 219 .502 0 2 .000 63 94 .670 74 117 
TEAM REBOUNDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 0 6 9 
18 I .I 
29 1.5 
27 1.1 













9 0 18 26 0 12 40 2.5 
16 0 4 21 0 3 43 2.3 
35 2 28 53 0 18 38 1.6 
13 0 12 14 0 8 30 1.4 
30 0 57 63 0 39 121 5.3 
77 7 34 72 II 30 302 12.6 
46 0 59 84 3 34 289 12.0 
13 0 3 21 0 7 47 9.4 
0 0 3 2 0 I 2 0.2 
21 0 6 8 0 9 35 1.8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
54 0 43 79 20 46 328 13.7 
1 0 12 ll 0 11 16 0.9 
47 0 9 18 8 4 49 2.0 
71 4 24 69 27 30 283 12.3 
1 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 24 ~ 597 1495 .399 84 300 .280 345 569 .606 497 674 1171 48.8 439 13 312 542 69 252 1623 67.6 
----------------------------- ~J!1Q __ -------------------------------------------------- -·-- ------------- ------------------- .. ----------
Opponents 24 -~ 552 1436 .384 93 276 .337 300 481 .624 337 556 893 37.2 469 288 507 33 288 1497 62.4 
-----------------------------~~Q---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SCORE BY PERIODS: 
Opponents 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
DEADBALL REBOUNDS: 
Opponents 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
RECORD: 
ALL GAMES ................ . 
CONFERENCE ............... . 
NON-CONFERENCE ........... . 
1st 
682 
754 
OFF 
59 
76 
OVERALL 
(15-9) 
(9-5) 
(6-4) 
2nd 
802 
849 
OTt 
7 
7 
DEF 
4 
3 
TOTAL 
63 
79 
HOME 
(8-3) 
(4-3) 
(4-0) 
OT2 
6 
13 
AWAY 
(7-6) 
(5-2) 
(2-4) 
OT3 
0 
0 
OT4 
0 
0 
NEUTRAL 
(0-0) 
(0-0) 
(0-0) 
TOTAL 
1497 
1623 
